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The present paper disusses a reent extension of the system whih allows theintegration expert to use Desription Logi models in the integration proess.This paper is a revised and extended version of the paper presented at theALPSWS '07 workshop in Porto [22℄. It is strutured as follows. Setion 2 intro-dues desription logi and logi programming. In Setion 3 we give a generalintrodution to the SINTAGMA system, desribing the main omponents, theSILan modelling language, and the query exeution mehanism. In the nextsetion we disuss the desription logi extension of SILan: we introdue thesyntati onstruts and the modelling methodology. Setion 5 desribes theexeution mehanism used when querying Desription Logi models. Setion 6presents a fairly omplex example, demonstrating the tools and tehniques wehave disussed so far. In Setion 7 we examine related work. Finally, we onludewith a summary of our results.The examples we use in the upoming disussions are part of the integrationsenario desribed in detail in Setion 6. This senario represents a world wherewe attempt to integrate various information soures about writers, painters andtheir work (i.e. books, paintings, et.) and present this information in the formof abstrat views.2 BakgroundBelow we give a brief introdution to Desription Logi and logi program-ming as these tehnologies form the basis of our work.2.1 Desription LogiDesription Logis (DL) [17℄ is a family of simple logi languages used forknowledge representation. DLs are used for desribing the various kinds of knowl-edge for a seleted �eld. The terminologial system of a desription logi knowl-edge base onsists of onepts, whih represent sets of objets, and roles, desrib-ing binary relations between onepts. Objets are the instanes ourring in themodelled appliation �eld, and thus are also alled instanes or individuals.A desription logi knowledge base onsists of two disjoint parts: the TBoxand the ABox. The TBox (terminology box), in its simplest form, ontains ter-minology axioms of form C ⊑ D (onept C is subsumed by D). The ABox(assertion box) stores knowledge about the individuals in the world: a oneptassertion of form C(i) denotes that i is an instane of onept C, while a roleassertion R(i, j) means that the objets i and j are related through role R.Conepts and roles may either be atomi (referred to by a onept name or arole name) or omposite. A omposite onept is built from atomi onepts usingonstrutors. The expressiveness of a DL language depends on the onstrutorsallowed for building omposite onepts or roles. Obviously there is a trade-o�between expressiveness and inferene omplexity.We use the language ALCN (D) in this paper. ALCN (D) onept expres-sions (often simply referred to as onepts) are built from role names, onept2



names (atomi onepts) and the top and bottom onepts (⊤ and ⊥) usingthe following onstrutors: intersetion (C ⊓D), union (C ⊔D), negation (¬C),value restrition (∀R.C), existential restrition (∃R.C) and number restritions(> n R and 6 n R). Here, C and D are onept expressions and R is a rolename. The two kinds of number restritions are jointly referred to as (⋊⋉ n R). In
ALCN (D) we an also use onrete domains, suh as integers or strings, whenbuilding onepts. For a detailed introdution to desription logis we refer thereader to the �rst two hapters of [1℄.2.2 Logi programming and PrologThe main idea of Logi Programming is to use mathematial logi as a pro-gramming language. The exeution of a logi program an be viewed as a rea-soning proess.Prolog (Programming in Logi) [26℄ is the �rst and so far the most widely usedlogi programming language. Prolog uses Horn-lauses and SLD resolution [25℄for reasoning. The basi elements of the Prolog exeution proess are proedureinvoation based on uni�ation and baktraking [28℄.Prolog, and logi programming in general, is suessfully used in severalareas of omputer siene. These inlude natural language proessing, planning,di�erent kinds of reasoning systems, and information integration.The notion of term is a prinipal onept of the Prolog language. It is either(a) a simple value (number, string) or (b) a variable or () a struture with aname and arbitrary number of arguments. These arguments are Prolog termsthemselves. The name and the arity of a term together is referred as the funtorof the term. A Prolog struture with three arguments an be seen below:'Work:lass:220'(DT, [A, B, C, D, E℄, _) (1)Here the name of the struture is 'Work:lass:220'. The �rst and the thirdarguments are variables. These are denoted by identi�ers starting with a apitalor an underline. A single underline (_) is an anonymous variable, the value ofwhih is of no interest. Multiple ourrenes of suh anonymous variables areonsidered di�erent. The seond argument of (1) is a struture in a speial listnotation. A list is atually a reursive struture [Head|Tail℄, onsisting of aHead (its �rst element) and a Tail, whih is a list of the remaining elements.The list in the seond argument ontains �ve variables and is given in a simpli�ednotation, i.e. [A,B,C,D,E℄, in fat, orresponds to [A|[B|[C|[D|[E|[℄℄℄℄℄℄.Here [℄ represents an empty list (a list with no elements).A Prolog program onsists of a set of lauses of form Head :- Body, meaningHead is implied by Body. The Head is a term, while the Body is a term or aomma-separated sequene of terms. Here the omma denotes a onjuntion.Clauses whose heads have the same funtor are grouped together into prediates.The name of a prediate is the shared struture name of the heads of its lauses.A Prolog goal (query) has the same form as a lause body. The exeution ofa goal wrt. a Prolog program sueeds if an instane of the goal an be dedued3



from the program. A goal an sueed multiple times, providing di�erent variablesubstitutions as results. For example, let us onsider the goal shown below.'Writer:lass:234'(ID), 'Painter:lass:236'(ID)This omplex goal onsists of two goals, separated by a omma. It sueedsif there is suh an instantiation of variable ID under whih both goals an bededued from the given program (not shown here). The result of the exeutionis the enumeration of suh IDs. Informally, this query enumerates those peoplewho are writers and painters at the same time.Further ontrol onstruts suh as disjuntion ( Goal1 ; Goal2 ) and nega-tion \+Goal are also supported by Prolog. The latter is the so alled �negationby failure�, whih is not apable of enumerating solutions, but just heks if theexeution of Goal fails. There is a wide range of built-in prediates, inludingones for olleting all solutions of a goal (e.g. bagof). For example,bagof(ID, ('Writer:lass:234'(ID), 'Painter:lass:236'(ID)), IDs)will ollet the identi�ers of all people who are writers and painters into the listIDs. An important property of bagof is that it an return multiple solutions ifnot all variables in its seond argument appear in the �rst. For example, onsidera prediate edge desribing the edges of a direted graph:edge(a,b). edge(a,). edge(,d). edge(d,a). edge(,e).By invoking the goal bagof(End, edge(Start, End), EndPoints) we olletthe endpoints of the edges. This goal will produe three answers, one for eahpossible value of variable Start:Start = a, EndPoints = [b,℄Start = , EndPoints = [d,e℄Start = d. EndPoints = [a℄More about the Prolog language an be read in the ISO standard for Prolog[26℄ and in textbooks, suh as [28,10℄.3 SINTAGMA System ArhitetureThe overall arhiteture of the SINTAGMA system an be seen in Figure 1.The main idea of the system is to ollet and manage meta-information on thesoures to be integrated. These piees of information are stored in the ModelWarehouse, in the form of UML-like models [12℄, onstraints and mappings.This way we an represent strutural as well as non-strutural information, suhas lass invariants, et. The Model Warehouse resides in and is handled by theModel Manager omponent.We use the term mediation to refer to the proess of querying SINTAGMAmodels. Mediation deomposes omplex integrated queries to simple queries an-swerable by individual information soures, and, having obtained data from4
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Modeling Tool(Protege, Rose)Wrappers:- Relational- XML- RDF- HTML- Web Servie Fig. 1. The arhiteture of the SINTAGMA systemthese, omposes the results into an integrated form. Mediation is the task ofthe Mediator omponent.Aess to heterogeneous information soures is supported by wrappers. Wrap-pers hide the syntati di�erenes between the soures of di�erent kinds, by pre-senting them to upper layers uniformly, as UML models. These models (alledinterfae models) are entered into the Model Warehouse automatially. The fol-lowing subsetions give a brief desription of the main SINTAGMA omponents.3.1 The Model ManagerThe Model Manager is responsible for managing theModel Warehouse (MW)and providing integration support, suh as model omparison and veri�ation(not overed in this paper). Here we fous on the role of the Model Warehouse.The ontent of the MW is given in the language alled SILan whih is basedon UML [12℄ and Desription Logis [17℄. The syntax of SILAN resembles IDL,the Interfae Desription Language of CORBA [19℄. We demonstrate the knowl-edge representation failities of SINTAGMA by a simple SILan example showingthe relevant features of the meta-data repository (Figure 2).The example desribes the model Art ontaining two lasses, Artist andWork. It also ontains an assoiation hasWork between artists and their works.We will explain the details of this example below.5



1 model Art {2 lass Artist: BuiltIns::DLAny {3 attribute String name;4 attribute Integer birthDate;5 onstraint self.reation.date > 1900;6 };78 lass Work: BuiltIns::DLAny {9 attribute String title;10 attribute String author;11 attribute Integer date;12 attribute String type;13 primary key title;14 };1516 assoiation hasWork {17 onnetion Artist as reator;18 onnetion Work as reation;19 };20 }; Fig. 2. SILan representation of the model ArtSemantis of SILan models The entral elements of SILan models are lassesand assoiations, sine these are the arriers of information. A lass denotes aset of entities alled the instanes of the lass. Similarly, an n-ary assoiationdenotes a set of n-ary tuples of lass instanes alled links.Classes an have attributes whih are de�ned as funtions mapping the lassto a subset of values allowed by the type of the attribute. Classes an inherit fromother lasses. All instanes of the desendant lass are instanes of the anestorlass, as well. In our example both Artist and Work inherit from the built-inlass BuiltIns::DLAny1 (f. lines 2 and 8). See Setion 4.3 for more details.Assoiations have onnetions, an n-ary assoiation has n onnetions. In anassoiation some of the onnetions an be named, providing intuitive navigation.For example, the onnetions of assoiation hasWork, orresponding to lassesArtist and Work, are alled reator and reation, respetively (lines 17�18).Classes an have a primary key, omposed of one or more attributes. Thisspei�es that the given subset of the attributes uniquely identi�es an instane ofthe lass. In our example, as a gross simpli�ation, attribute title serves as akey in lass Work, i.e. there annot be two works (books, for example) with thesame title.1 In SILan double olons (::) separate the model name from the name of its onstituent(lass, assoiation, et.). 6



Finally, invariants an be spei�ed for lasses and assoiations using the ob-jet onstraint extension of UML, the OCL language [9℄. Invariants give state-ments about instanes of lasses (and links of assoiations) that hold for eah ofthem. The onstraint in the delaration of Artist (line 5) is an invariant statingthat the publiation date of eah work of an artist is greater than 19002. Theidenti�er self refers to an arbitrary instane of the ontext, in this ase the lassArtist. Then two navigation steps follow. In the �rst step we navigate throughthe assoiation hasWork to an arbitrary piee of work of the artist, while in theseond step we go from the work to its publiation date, and �nally state thatthis date is always greater than 1900.In addition to the objet oriented modelling paradigm, the SILan languagealso supports onstruts from the Desription Logi (DL) world [17℄. This re-ently added feature of SINTAGMA is disussed in Setion 4.Abstrations For mediation, we need mappings between the di�erent souresand the integrated model. These mappings are alled abstrations beause theyoften provide a more abstrat view of the notions present in the lower levelmodels. An example abstration alled w0 an be seen in Figure 3.1 abstration w0 (m0: Interfae::Produt,2 m1: Interfae::Desription3 -> m2: Art::Work) {45 onstraint6 m1.id = m0.id and7 m1.ategory = "artwork"8 implies9 m2.title = m0.name and10 m2.author = m0.reator and11 m2.date = m0.reation_date and12 m2.type = m1.subategory and13 m2.DL_ID = m0.name;14 }; Fig. 3. SILan representation of the abstration populating lass WorkThis abstration populates the lass Work (f. Figure 2) in the model Artusing lasses Produt and Desription, both from the model Interfae (lines1�3). This means that the abstration spei�es how to reate a �virtual� instaneof lass Work, given that the other two lasses are already populated (e.g. theyorrespond to real information soures). In lines 1�3 the identi�ers m0, m1 and2 This may be so beause the underlying information soures are known to be dealingwith works of art of 20th entury or later.7



m2 are delared, and these will be used throughout the abstration spei�ationto denote instanes of the appropriate lasses.The abstration desribes that given an instane of lass Produt alled m0and an instane of lass Desription alled m1, for whih the onditions inlines 6�7 hold, there exists an instane m2 of lass Work with attribute valuesspei�ed by lines 9�133. Note that line 6 spei�es that the id attributes of thetwo instanes have to be the same, and thus orresponds to a relational joinoperation. In our integration senario (see Setion 6) Produt and Desriptionatually orrespond to real-world Orale tables ontaining various produts andtheir desriptions, inluding books and paintings.These two soures share the key id (line 6). While the �rst one supplies four�elds to Work objets (title, author, date and DL_ID), the ontribution of theseond one is a single �eld (type). However, this seond table has informationto ensure that only relevant produts (works of art) are inluded in lass Work,through the ondition in line 7.We note that other abstrations an also populate lass Work. In this asethe set of instanes of Work will be the union of the instanes produed by theappropriate abstrations. Note that if a new information soure is added, weonly have to speify a new abstration orresponding to this soure, while theexisting abstrations do not have to be modi�ed.Notie that the abstration in Figure 3 takes the form of an impliationdesribing how the given soures an ontribute to populating the high level lassArt::Work. This is harateristi of the Loal as View integration approah [6℄.3.2 The WrappersWrappers provide a ommon interfae for aessing various information souretypes, suh as relational and objet-oriented databases, semi-strutured soures(e.g. XML or RDF), as well as Web-servies.A wrapper has two main tasks. First, it extrats meta-data from the infor-mation soure and delivers these to the Model Manager in the form of SILanmodels. For example, in ase of relational soures, databases orrespond to mod-els, tables to lasses, olumns to attributes, as shown in Figure 4.The other prinipal task of a wrapper is to transform queries, formulatedin terms of this interfae model, into the format required by the underlyinginformation soure, and thus allow for running queries on the soures.3.3 The MediatorThe Mediator [2℄ supports queries on high level model elements by deompos-ing them into interfae model spei� questions. This is performed by reating aquery plan satisfying the data �ow requirements of the soures. During the exe-ution of this query plan the data transformations desribed in the abstrations3 Attribute DL_ID omes from the lass DLAny, of whih lass Work is a desendant. Ithas a speial role, as explained in Setion 4.3.8
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Fig. 4. Modelling relational soures in SILanare arried out. Whenever we query a model element in SINTAGMA, the ModelManager provides the following two kinds of information to the Mediator:1. the query goal itself, i.e. a Prolog term representing what to query;2. set of mediator rules, using whih the Mediator an deompose the omplexquery into primitive ones (i.e. queries that refer only to interfae models).For example, let us onsider the query shown below involving lass Work.query ReentWorkselet *from w: Art::Workwhere w.date > 2000;This query is looking for reent works, namely those instanes of the lassArt::Work that were reated after 20004. In this ase, the query goal is sim-ilar to the following simple Prolog expression::- 'Work:lass:220'(DT, [A, B, C, D, E℄, DA), C > 2000. (2)Here, the �rst Prolog goal retrieves an instane of Art::Work. The vari-ables in this term will be instantiated during query exeution. The prediatename 'Work:lass:220' is a onatenation of three strings: the kind of themodel element (lass) and its unique internal identi�er (220), preeded bythe unquali�ed�and thus non-unique�SILan name (Work), provided for read-ability. Model elements are often referred to by handles of form Kind(Id), e.g.4 We ould have reated a lass named ReentWork and populated it by an appropri-ate abstration. Then, instead of formulating a SILan query, we ould have simplydiretly asked for the instanes of this lass. The question whether to use a query oran abstration is a modelling deision. 9



lass(220). Note that the above prediate name represents the stati type ofthe instanes queried for, as opposed to the dynami type whih an be di�erent,if the returned objet belongs to a desendant lass of Work.The dynami type of the queried instane, i.e. the handle of the most spei�lass it atually belongs to, is returned in the �rst argument of the goal. Theseond argument ontains the values of the stati attributes, in this ase wehave �ve suh variables (f. delaration of lass Work in Figure 2). For example,C denotes the value of the attribute date. The third and last argument of thequery term arries the values of the dynami attributes. These represent theadditional attributes (not known at query time) of the instane if it happens tobelong to a desendant lass of Art::Work.The seond part of the query goal orresponds to a simple arithmeti OCLonstraint, whih uses variable C representing the date attribute of the work inquestion.The mediator rules representing the abstration w0 shown in Figure 3 takethe following form:'Produt:lass:190'(_,[Title,Id,Author,Date℄,_),'Desription:lass:191'(_,["artwork",Id,Type℄,_) --->'Work:lass:220'(lass(220),[Title,Title,Author,Date,Type℄,[℄)The spei� rule above desribes how to reate an instane of the lass Workwhenever we have two appropriate instanes of lasses Produt and Desriptionavailable. If there were more abstrations, the Mediator would get more rules asthere would be more than one possible way to populate the given lass.Note that the mediator rules are also used to desribe inheritane betweenmodel elements. In suh a ase the dynami type of the model element on theright hand side of the rule is a variable (as opposed to the onstant lass(220)above). This variable is the same as the dynami type of the model element onthe left hand side. The dynami attributes are propagated similarly.Finally, let us state that an n-ary assoiation is implemented as an n-aryrelation, eah argument of whih is a ternary struture orresponding to a lassinstane, similar to the �rst goal of (2). For example, a query goal for the asso-iation hasWork (f. Figure 2) has the following form::- 'hasWork:assoiation:227'('Artist:lass:218'(DT1,[DL_ID1,Name,Birthdate℄,DA1), (3)'Work:lass:220'(DT2,[DL_ID2,Title,Author,Date,Type℄,DA2)).4 DL modelling in SINTAGMALet us now introdue the new DL modelling apabilities of the SINTAGMAsystem. First we disuss why we need Desription Logi models during the inte-gration proess and provide an introdutory example. Then we present the DL10



onstruts supported by our system and disuss the restritions we plae on theirusage. Finally, we summarise the tasks of the integration expert when using DLelements during integration.4.1 An introdutory exampleIn the Model Warehouse we handle models of di�erent kinds. We distinguishbetween appliation and oneptual models. The appliation models representexisting or virtual information soures and beause of this they are fairly elabo-rate and preise. Coneptual models, however, represent mental models of usergroups, therefore they are vaguer than the appliation models.Our experiene shows that to onstrut suh models it is more appropriateto use some kind of ontologial formalism instead of the relatively rigid objetoriented paradigm. Aordingly, we have extended our modelling language toinorporate several desription logi onstruts, in addition to the UML-likeones desribed earlier. In the envisioned senario, the high-level models of theusers are formulated in desription logi and via appropriate de�nitions theyare onneted to lower-level models. Mediation for a oneptual model followsthe same idea we use for any other model: the query is deomposed, followingthe de�nitions and abstrations, until we reah the interfae models (in general,through some further intermediate models) whih an be queried diretly.Before going into the details, we show an example to illustrate the way howDL desriptions are represented in SILan (note that Writer and Painter areboth desendants of lass Artist, but otherwise they are normal UML lasses;we will present more details about these lasses in Setion 6).model Coneptual {lass WriterAndPainter {};onstraint equivalent { (4)WriterAndPainter,Unified::Writer and Unified::Painter};};Here we de�ne the lass WriterAndPainter by providing a SILan onstraint.This onstraint an be plaed anywhere in the Model Warehouse: in the exam-ple above we simply put it in the very model that delares the lass WriterAndPainter itself. The onstraint atually orresponds to a DL onept de�nitionaxiom: WriterAndPainter ≡ Writer ⊓Painter. Namely, it states that the instanesof lass WriterAndPainter are those (and only those) who belong to the un-named lass ontaining the individuals who are both writers and painters. Thus,DL onepts are de�ned using the Global as View approah [6℄, as opposedto the Loal as View tehniques applied in populating high-level lasses usingabstrations (f. Setion 3.1).Note that the lass WriterAndPainter ould be reated without DL support.However, in that ase the integration expert would have to go through a muh11



more elaborate proess of reating the high level lass WriterAndPainter, spe-ifying all its attributes and populating it with an appropriate abstration. Thisabstration would have to implement the onstraint (4), through an appropriatejoin-like operation.Now, with DL support, the expert simply formulates a very short and intu-itive DL axiom. We argue that this is easier for the expert to do, and it alsomakes the ontent of the Model Warehouse more readable to others.4.2 DL elements in SILanFrom the DL point of view, SINTAGMA supports ayli Desription LogiTBoxes ontaining only onept de�nition axioms, whih are formulated in anextension of the ALCN (D) language (see more below about the extension). Onlysingle atomi onepts, so alled named symbols an appear on the left hand sideof the axioms, suh as WriterAndPainter in example (4). The remaining atomionepts, not appearing on the left hand side are alled base symbols. Suh aTBox is de�nitorial, i.e. the meaning of the base symbols unambiguously de�nesthe meaning of the named symbols. The base symbols, in our ase, orrespondto normal SINTAGMA lasses and assoiations, e.g. Writer and Painter in theexample (4). The ABox is a set of onept and role assertions, as determined bythe instanes of the lasses whih orrespond to the base symbols partiipatingin the TBox.The DL onept onstrutors supported by SINTAGMA and their SILanequivalents are summarised in Table 1. Note that this table atually desribes thepossible onept formats on the right hand side of a de�nition axiom, assumingthat we have expanded the TBox5.The only non-lassial DL element in Table 1 is the onrete domain restri-tion (the last line in the table). Suh a restrition spei�es a subset of instanesof the base onept A for whih the given OCL onstraint holds. This is a gener-alisation of the idea of onrete domains in the Desription Logis world. Belowwe show an example of a onrete SILan restrition desribing those works whosetype (i.e. the value of the attribute type) is �painting�.lass onstraint Art::Work satisfies self.type="painting"The reason we allow only onept de�nition axioms is that we aim to use DLonepts to desribe exeutable high-level views of information soures. In thissense a DL onept is atually a syntati variant of a SILan query or a SILanlass populated by an abstration.Note that this also implies that we use the Closed World Assumption (CWA)in DL query exeution. We argue that this is appropriate beause of the follow-ing three reasons. First, CWA automatially ensures that our DL onstruts are5 The expanded version of an ayli TBox is obtained by repeatedly replaing everynamed symbol on the right hand side of an axiom by its de�nition. This proess isrepeated until no further named symbols are left on the right hand side. The fatthat the TBox is ayli ensures the termination of this proess.12



Name DL Syntax SILan equivalentBase onept A UML lassAtomi role R UML assoiationIntersetion C ⊓ D C and DUnion C ⊔ D C or DNegation ¬C not CValue restrition ∀R.C slot onstraint R all values CExistential restrition ∃R.C slot onstraint R some value CNumber restrition ⋊⋉ nR slot onstraint R ardinality i..jTop ⊤ DLAnyBottom ⊥ DLEmptyConrete restrition � lass onstraint A satisfies OCLTable 1. DL-related onstruts supported in SILansemantially ompatible with other onstruts in the SINTAGMA system. Se-ond, we argue that the Open World Assumption(OWA) is appliable when wehave only partial knowledge and would like to determine the onsequenes ofthis knowledge, true in every universe in whih the axioms of this partial knowl-edge hold. In ontrast with this, in the ontext of information integration, ourusers would like to onsider a single universe, in whih a base onept or a roledenotes exatly those individuals (or pairs of individuals) whih are present inthe orresponding database. To illustrate this issue, let us onsider the followingexample: the onept of novie painter is de�ned to ontain painters having atmost 5 paintings (for example, being a novie painter may be a preondition fora government grant). To model this situation, the integration expert reates theDL axiom shown below.NoviePainter ≡ Painter ⊓ (6 5 hasPainting)However, querying this onept, using OWA, will provide no results in general,as an open world reasoner would return an individual only if it is provable thatit has no more than 5 paintings. Pratially, this is not what the informationexpert wants.The third reason why we deided to use the losed world assumption is thefat that we envisage handling huge amounts of data in the underlying databases.Traditional, tableau based DL reasoners do not ope well with large ABoxes [15℄.13



Resolution based DL proving tehniques [18℄ do muh better, but they are eitherstill not fast or not expressive enough [24℄. By using CWA we an implementDL queries using the well researhed, e�ient database tehnology.4.3 Modeling methodology and tasks of the integration expertThe integration expert is responsible for reating the DL axioms. Althoughthese are represented in SILan within the SINTAGMA system, the expert an useany available OWL editor to reate OWL desriptions. These desriptions thenan be loaded by the OWL importer of the SINTAGMA system that basiallyrealises an OWL-SILan translation (f. the �Model Im(Ex)port� box in Figure 1).One thing the expert should take are of is to math the names of the basesymbols and the orresponding SINTAGMA lasses and assoiations. This isoften done in two steps: �rst the integration expert reates onept de�nitionaxioms using the widely aepted terminology of the domain, not paying atten-tion to the names of the model elements in the Model Warehouse. Next, theexpert provides additional de�nition axioms for eah base symbol onnetingit with the proper model element. For example, we ould use names A and Binstead of Writer and Painter in (4), provided that we also enode in SILanthe equivalents of the following DL axioms:A ≡ WriterB ≡ PainterA further ruial issue is to deide how to identify the instanes of the baseonepts, e.g. the instanes of the lass Writer and lass Painter. Without this,it is not possible to determine the instanes of lass WriterAndPainter.In a traditional DL ABox, an instane has a name that unambiguously iden-ti�es it. In SINTAGMA, similarly to databases, an instane is identi�ed by thesubset of its attribute values. For example, two writers ould be onsidered tobe the same if their names math, assuming that name is a key in lass Writer.The problem is that suh keys are fairly useless when we ompare instanesof di�erent data soures. This is beause, in general, we annot draw any diretonlusion from the relation of the keys belonging to instanes from di�erentlasses. For example, databases ontaining employees often use numeri IDs askeys. Having two employees from di�erent ompanies with the same ID does notmean that we are talking about the same person. Similarly, if the IDs of theemployees do not math, they are not neessarily di�erent persons.What we need is some kind of shared key that uniquely identi�es the instanesof the lasses partiipating in DL onept de�nitions. Lukily, the objet-orientedparadigm we use in SINTAGMA provides a nie way to have suh identi�ers.We have mentioned earlier that in SINTAGMA the notion of DL onept isa syntati variant of SINTAGMA lass. This also means that the result of a DLquery is an ordinary instane that has to belong to some lass(es). For example,when we are looking for the instanes that are elements of both lasses Writerand Painter we are atually interested in an artist instane belonging to these14



lasses simultaneously. This is true in general: whatever DL onept onstrutswe use to desribe a DL onept the result must belong to some lass that is aommon anestor (in terms of inheritane) of the lasses involved.Instead of asking the integration expert to de�ne suh ommon anestorlasses in an ad ho way, we introdue the built-in lass DLAny. This lass or-responds to the DL onept top (⊤) and it has only one attribute alled DL_ID,whih is a key. We require that all the lasses partiipating in DL onept de�ni-tions are the desendants of DLAny6 (f. lines 2 and 8 of Figure 2). Beause of theproperties of inheritane, attribute DL_ID will be a key in all of the desendantlasses, i.e. it will exatly serve as the global identi�er we were looking for.Now, the task of the integration expert is to assign appropriate values tothe DL_ID attributes: she needs to extend the existing abstrations populatingthe base symbols (lasses) to also onsider the attribute DL_ID. By appropriatevalues we mean that the DL_IDs of two instanes should math if these instanesare the same, and should di�er otherwise. An example for this an be seenin Figure 5 populating the lass Writer, whih is part of a bigger integrationsenario to be shown later in Setion 6.1 abstration ap (m0: Interfae::Member ->2 m1: Unified::Writer) {34 onstraint let n = m0.fname.onat(" ").onat(m0.lname) in5 m1.name = n and6 m1.birthDate = m0.date and7 m1.member_id = m0.iwa_id and8 m1.style = m0.style and9 m1.DL_ID = n;10 }; Fig. 5. Populating the DL_ID attribute of a base oneptThis abstration populates the lass Writer from an interfae lass alledMember (lines 1�2), whih represents a membership database of an imaginary�International Writer Assoiation� (IWA). Let us assume that the members ofthis assoiation have some kind of a unique identi�er, suh as the membershipnumber, present in the underlying database. It may be worth bringing this keyto the lass Writer (line 7) as it makes possible to �nd writers e�iently if theyhappen to be IWA members. However, the unique identi�er from the DL pointof view has to be di�erent: in fat it is the onatenation of the �rst and lastname of the writer, with a spae in between (lines 4 and 9).6 Note that this is a neessary ondition. As for any onept C, C ⊑ ⊤ holds, any DLinstane has to belong to the lass orresponding to ⊤, i.e. to DLAny.15



This is beause the lass Writer an also be populated from other soures(e.g. Person, see Figure 8) where the IWA number makes no sense and so themember_id attribute is set to "n/a". Furthermore, we may want lass Writerto be a desendant of lass Artist (f. Figure 8), together with some otherlasses, suh as Painter. This requires a key that an be omputed from all theunderlying soures, suh as the name of the artist7.To summarise, the integration expert has to perform the following tasks whenDL modelling is used during the integration proess:1. delare DL lasses and for eah provide orresponding de�nition axioms;2. ensure that eah base onept appearing in the de�nition axioms is:(a) inherited from lass DLAny,(b) populated properly, i.e. its DL_ID attribute is �lled appropriately.5 Querying DL models in SINTAGMANow we turn our attention to querying DL onepts in SINTAGMA. Asdesribed in Setion 3.3 our task is to reate a query goal and a set of mediatorrules. When we query a DL lass, mediator rules are only generated for the basesymbols. As these are ordinary lasses and assoiations, this proess is exatlythe same as the one we use for ases without any DL onstrut involved. Thismeans that we an now fous on the onstrution of the query goal.Reall that a SINTAGMA instane is haraterised by three properties, asexempli�ed by (2) on page 9: its dynami type DT, its stati attributes SA and itsdynami attributes DAs. Below we will use the variable name As to denote thefull attribute list of an instane, i.e. the onatenation of the stati and dynamiattribute values, with the exlusion of DL_ID.A DL lass has only a single stati attribute, the DL_ID key. However, inontrast with an objet oriented query, a DL query may return an answerthat has multiple dynami types. For example, when we enumerate the lassWriterAndPainter we get instanes that belong to both lasses Writer andPainter (something whih is not possible in the standard UML modelling). A-ordingly, an answer to a DL query takes the form of a pair (ID, DTA), where IDis the DL_ID8 ontaining the unique name of the DL instanes (see Setion 4.3),while DTA is a Prolog struture ontaining the dynami types of the answer, eahpaired with the orresponding full attribute list. The DTA struture is thus eithera single DT-As pair, or reursively, two DTA strutures joined using the ommaoperator: (DTA1, DTA2).Figure 6 desribes the mapping from an arbitrary DL onept expression tothe orresponding query goal. Here we de�ne a funtion ΦC whih, given anarbitrary onept expression C, returns the orresponding query goal with twoarguments, ID and DTA. We de�ne this funtion by onsidering the DL oneptonstrutors, as listed in Table 1.7 This is also a simpli�ation. More realistially, the key ould be the name togetherwith the birth date.8 We use the name ID instead of DL_ID for oniseness.16
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Φ⊥(_, _) = falseFig. 6. Transforming DL onstruts into query goalsLet us onsider the ases one by one. If we have a base lass, we simply reatea query term representing the instanes of the lass, similar to the one in goal(2) and then onvert the attributes retrieved to the required form (DTA). Hereoperation � denotes the ompile time onatenation of lists9, while AN standsfor the prediate name orresponding to onept A. For example, WorkN ='Work:lass:220', f. (2) on page 9. Note that in the seond argument of thequery goal AN we make use of the fat that the DL_ID attributes are alwaysplaed �rst in the stati attribute list of an instane.If we have the intersetion of two onepts C and D, we reursively transformonepts C and D and put them in a Prolog onjuntion. The DTA struture isbuilt from the strutures reursively obtained from the exeution of the trans-formations of onepts C and D. Note that the resulting struture may ontaindupliates, i.e. the same DT-As pair may be found in DTA more than one. Thesedupliates are only removed at the top level, i.e. when the �nal result of a queryis presented. The transformation of union onepts is similar to the intersetion:we reate a Prolog disjuntion.Negation ¬C is implemented by using the Prolog negation-as-failure. Thistranslation is only apable of heking whether a given instane with ID belongsto onept C or not. As usual in the database ontext, we restrit the use ofnegation to ases where negated queries appear only in onjuntion with at least9 The � operator is used only with a stati attribute list (SAs). For any given baselass, the length of the orresponding SAs is �xed (the number of stati attributesexluding the DL_ID). Therefore, the SAs � DAs onatenation an be arried outat ompile time. 17



one non-negated query. In terms of DL onept expressions this means thatnegated onepts have to appear either in the sope of a quanti�er, or in anintersetion together with at least one non-negated onept. It is the task of theMediator to �nd an appropriate order in the �nal query plan where negationappears in a plae where ID is instantiated [5℄. The Mediator refuses to exeutethe query if suh an order does not exist.The next two ases involve assoiations. On the right hand side of theseformulas RN denotes the prediate name orresponding to the assoiation itself.
RD (RR) denotes the base lass that is the domain (range) of assoiation R.Correspondingly, RN

D
and RN

R
stand for the prediate names of the lasses RDand RR, respetively10. Reall that a binary assoiation is represented by abinary relation with ternary strutures as arguments, as in (3).The existential restrition ∃R.C is simply transformed to a query of theassoiation R and the onept C.The goal orresponding to a value restrition ∀R.C �rst enumerates the do-main of R and then uses double negation to ensure that the given instane hasno R-values whih do not belong to C. Note that Φ¬C(ID2, _) is invoked onlywhen ID2 is already instantiated.A number restrition (⋊⋉ nR) is transformed into a goal whih uses the Prologbuilt-in prediate bagof (f. Setion 2.2, page 4) to enumerate the instanes inthe domain of R together with the number of R-values onneted to them, andthen simply applies the appropriate arithmeti omparison.The last two lines of Figure 6 de�ne the transformation of the top and bottomonepts. ⊤ is mapped into true, while ⊥ to false. Querying these onepts ontheir own does not make sense, but these mappings are useful when transformingDL onepts suh as ∃R.⊤ or ∀R.⊥.Having desribed the transformation of DL onepts to query goals, we nowdeal with the only remaining onstrut: the onrete restrition. A onreterestrition involving a base onept A and an OCL onstraint O is transformedin a straightforward way into the query goal as shown below11:

ΦA(ID, DTA), DTA = DT-AT, ΨO(ID, AT)To illustrate the general algorithm, two example transformations are presentedin Figure 7. The �rst one shows the translation of the WriterAndPainter lassdesribed in (4) on page 11. The query goal is a onjuntion that onsists ofthree goals. The �rst two goals enumerate the instanes of lasses Writer andPainter with a ondition that their ID attributes math. At this point we haveidenti�ed those instanes who are writers and painters at the same time. Thelast goal onstruts the struture DTA, desribing the dynami types and theorresponding attribute values of the given instanes.10 For example, if R = hasWork, f. Figure 2, then RN ='hasWork:assoiation:227',
RN

D ='Artist:lass:218' and RN

R ='Work:lass:220'.11 ΨO(ID, AT) denotes the Prolog translation of the OCL onstraint O. This is afeature whih has already been present in earlier versions of SINTAGMA, before theintrodution of the DL extensions, see [3℄.18



In the seond example we look for a writer who has at least one piee ofmodern work. This DL onept involves the assoiation hasWork and a lassModern (representing, say, ontemporary piees of art). The query goal beomesa bit more omplex than in the �rst example: now it onsists of four goals. The�rst goal enumerates the instanes of lass Writer. The seond and the thirdgoals �lter out those writers that do not have any modern works. Here we haveused the fats that the domain of hasWork is the lass Artist and the range isthe lass Work (f. Figure 2). Finally, the last goal builds the struture DTA.Class to query: WriterAndPainterDL de�nition: Writer ⊓ PainterQuery goal: 'Writer:lass:234'(DT1,[ID,Name1,Birth1,IWA,Style℄,DA1),'Painter:lass:236'(DT2,[ID,Name2,Birth2,Colour℄,DA2),DTA = (DT1-[Name1,Birth1,IWA,Style|DA1℄,DT2-[Name2,Birth2,Colour|DA2℄)Class to query: ModernWriterDL de�nition: Writer ⊓ ∃hasWork.ModernQuery goal: 'Writer:lass:234'(DT1,[ID,Name1,Birth1,IWA,Style℄,DA1),'hasWork:assoiation:227'('Artist:lass:218'(DT2,[ID,Name2,Birth2℄,DA2),'Work:lass:220(_,[ID2|_℄,_)),'Modern:lass:237'(_,[ID2|_℄,_),DTA = (DT1-[Name1,Birth1,IWA,Style|DA1℄,DT2-[Name2,Birth2|DA2℄)Fig. 7. Transformation examplesNote that if a writer has more than one piee of modern work, the transforma-tion in Figure 7 enumerates the writer multiple times. This is beause the seondgoal an sueed more than one, leaving a hoie point [26℄. In the present ver-sion of SINTAGMA these dupliates are removed at the top level only, beforethe query results are presented to the user. In future, we will onsider a moree�ient solution, utilising the Prolog pruning operators (onditionals or uts) toeliminate the unneessary hoies.Also note that in our example senario attributes Name1, Name2 and Birth1,Birth2 will be instantiated to the same values, i.e. to the name and birth dateof the modern writer. This is the onsequene of the data representation we usein SINTAGMA, i.e. if an instane has multiple dynami types, for eah of themwe supply all the attribute values. 19



6 A ase study: artistsIn this setion we present a simple use ase, where we fous on illustratingthe DL extension of SINTAGMA. More omplex traditional integration problemssolved using SINTAGMA are disussed in other papers, for example in [21℄.Figure 8 shows the ontent of our example Model Warehouse. Here we havefour models on di�erent abstration levels.PSfrag replaements
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Fig. 8. Content of the Model WarehouseThe lowest one, Interfae, ontains lasses diretly orresponding to theinformation soures we aim to integrate. Class Member orresponds to somedatabase table ontaining information about writers (members of a ertain writ-ers assoiation), Person is the model of an XML soure desribing people (someof whom are possibly writers). We also have here lass Exhibitor ontaining20



people some of whom are painters, and lass Produt ontaining art worksamong other produts together with lass Desription whih provides someinformation on produts. These models are onstruted automatially by di�er-ent wrappers of the SINTAGMA system.The next, more abstrat model, alled Unified, ontains two lasses Writerand Painter, their SILan desriptions are shown in Figure 9 (referring to lassArtist introdued in Figure 2 in page 6). These lasses provide a uni�ed viewof writers and painters over our heterogeneous information soures, i.e. query-ing Writer and Painter gives us all the known writers and painters respe-tively. These lasses are populated by SILan abstrations: Writer by two, whilePainter by only one. We an later extend our Model Warehouse to inludemore information soures on painters. This way Painter would also be popu-lated by several abstrations. Please note how �exible this approah is: wheneverwe would like to add a new information soure, all we have to do is to provide anew abstration. This is fundamentally di�erent from the way views are reatedin traditional database systems.model Unified {lass Writer: Art::Artist {attribute Integer member_id;attribute String style;};lass Painter: Art::Artist {attribute String favourite_olour;};}; Fig. 9. SILan desription of lasses Writer and PainterThe third model Art desribes an even higher view of the underlying informa-tion soures. It ontains two lasses onneted by an assoiation. Class Artist isdelared to be the generalisation of lasses Writer and Painter, i.e. Artist is aommon �parent� of Writer and Painter, in terms of inheritane. Aordingly,it ontains the union of the instanes of these lasses. Class Work inorporatesworks (books and paintings). In the example, lass Work is populated by onlyone abstration. Assoiation hasWork onnets instanes in lass Artist withthose in lass Work, i.e. it allows us to navigate from an artist to her works. Thisassoiation is populated by an abstration (not shown in Figure 8) by reatingvirtual pairs from those instanes of lasses Artist and Work where the authorof the work mathes name of the artist.Note that there is one more assoiation in the Model Warehouse, alledhasPainting. This assoiation onnets painters with their paintings and goes21



between di�erent models. Similarly to hasWork this assoiation is also popu-lated by an abstration, not shown here. Assoiation hasPainting is used in thede�nition of PainterWriter (see below).Up until now we have used the traditional features of SINTAGMA: lasses,assoiations, generalisations, abstrations. Now we turn to the most abstratmodel, named Coneptual, whih provides an even higher-level view of the in-formation than the previous model.The model Coneptual represents the knowledge of our spei� exampledomain, in the form of DL onept de�nition axioms. These axioms form a simpleontology, a part of whih is shown in Figure 10. This ontology talks about speialtypes of artists, painters and writers. It states that a novie painter is a painterwho has only painted no more than 5 paintings (axiom 1). Somebody is mostlywriter if she is an artist who has produed at least 3 works, but has at most onepainting (axiom 2). A produtive writer has reated at least 10 works (axiom 3).Somebody is painter-writer is she is a writer who has some paintings (axiom 4).Finally, a novelist is somebody who is only writing novels (axiom 5).NoviePainter ≡ Painter ⊓ (6 5 hasPainting.⊤) (1)MostlyWriter ≡ Artist ⊓ (> 3 hasWork.⊤) ⊓ (6 1 hasPainting.⊤) (2)ProdutiveWriter ≡ MostlyWriter ⊓ (> 10 hasWork.⊤) (3)PainterWriter ≡ Writer ⊓ (∃hasPainting.⊤) (4)Novelist ≡ ∀hasWork.Novel (5)
. . . ≡ . . .Fig. 10. An ontology desribing artists, painters and writers.In pratie, suh an ontology an be reated by the information expert man-ually or an be imported from an existing ontology using the OWL importeromponent of the SINTAGMA system. In SINTAGMA this ontology is rep-resented by a model ontaining lasses with no attributes, together with theorresponding SILan onstraints as shown below:model Coneptual {lass NoviePainter {}; lass MostlyWriter {};lass ProdutiveWriter {}; lass PainterWriter {};lass Novelist {}; ...onstraint equivalent {NoviePainter,Painter and {slot onstraint hasPainting ardinality 0..5}};...}; 22



Let us onsider the base onepts used in our onept de�nitions in Figure 10.Most of these (i.e Painter, Writer and Artist), appear in the underlying UMLmodels. However, there is the onept of Novel, whih has no diret UML oun-terpart. This onept an be de�ned using a onrete restrition of SILan, asshown below.onstraint equivalent {Novel,{lass onstraint Art::Work satisfies self.type="novel"}};This onludes the desription of our example models. Having enoded our DLaxioms in terms of SILan onstraints, we an now exeute DL queries. For exam-ple, we an ask SINTAGMA to enumerate the instanes of lass Produtive-Writer. This query will produe instanes similar to the following:1 ('Lisa James',2 [3 'Writer'-['Lisa James', 1965, 42, 'fantasy'℄,4 'Painter'-['Lisa James', 1965, 'red'℄5 ℄6 ) Here, the string 'Lisa James', appearing in line 1, orresponds to the ID ofFigure 6, i.e. the shared DL identi�er. Lines 3�4 ontain the list of the dynamitypes and orresponding attributes of the instane. This spei� instane hastwo dynami types: she is a writer and a painter at the same time (lines 3 and4). As a writer, she has a name, birth date, her membership ID and a styleattribute. As a painter we also know her favourite olour.7 Related workThe two main approahes in information integration are the Loal as View(LAV) and the Global as View (GAV) [6℄. In the former, soures are de�nedin terms of the global shema, while in the latter, the global shema is de�nedin terms of the soures (similarly to the lassial views in database systems).Information Manifold [20℄ is a good example for a LAV system. Examples forthe GAV approah inlude the Stanford-IBM integration system TSIMMIS [8℄,and the DL based integration system alled Observer [23℄.In SINTAGMA we apply a hybrid approah, i.e. we use both LAV and GAV.When using abstrations to populate high-level lasses we employ the LAV prin-iple, while in ase of DL lass de�nitions we use the GAV approah.There are several ompleted and ongoing researh projets in the area of usingdesription logi-based approahes for both Enterprise Appliation Integration(EAI) and Enterprise Information Integration (EII).23



The generi EAI researh stresses the importane of the Servie OrientedArhiteture, and the provision of new apabilities within the framework of Se-manti Web Servies. Examples for suh researh projets inlude DIP [16℄ andINFRAWEBS [13℄. These projets aim at the semanti integration of Web Ser-vies, in most ases using Desription Logi based ontologies and Semanti Webtehnologies. Here, however, DL is used mostly for servie disovery and design-time work�ow validation, but not during query exeution.On the other hand, several logi-based EII tools use DL and take a similar ap-proah as we did in SINTAGMA. That is, they reate a DL model as a view overthe information soures to be integrated. The basi framework of this solutionis desribed e.g. in [7,4℄. The fundamental di�erene with our approah is thatthese appliations deal with the lassial Open World Assumption, as alreadydisussed in Setion 4.2. We argue that existing DL reasoners are not usablewhen large amounts of data and omplex DL queries are involved [15,18,24℄.On the theoretial side an interesting desription logi is the ALCK [11℄ whihadds a non-monotoni K operator to the ALC language to provide the ability touse both the CWA and the OWA, when needed. ALCK has several implementa-tion, the Pellet reasoner [27℄, for example, supports this logi. However, ALCKlaks the ability to express ardinality onstraints, whih is a feature frequentlyused in information integration senarios.Finally, we mention that the Desription Logi Programming (DLP) ap-proah, �rst introdued in [14℄, also employs the idea of translating DL axiomsinto Prolog goals (f. the approah summarised in Table 6). In ontrast withour approah DLP uses the Open World Assumption and does not deal withnegation and ardinality restritions.8 ConlusionsIn this paper we have presented the DL extension of the information integra-tion system SINTAGMA. This extension allows the information expert to useDesription Logi based ontologies in the development of high abstration leveloneptual models. Querying these models is performed using the Closed WorldAssumption over the underlying information soures.We have presented the main omponents of the SINTAGMA system: theModel Manager whih is responsible for maintaining the Model Warehouse repos-itory, the Wrapper, whih provides a uniform view over the heterogenous infor-mation soures and the Mediator, whih deomposes omplex high-level queriesinto primitive ones answerable by the individual information soures.Next, we have desribed the newly introdued DL modelling elements theintegration expert an use when building oneptual models and we have alsodisussed the modelling methodology she has to follow. We have de�ned a trans-formation of DL queries to Prolog goals, used in the SINTAGMA system for DLquery exeution. We have also illustrated our approah by providing a use aseabout artists and their works. 24
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